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Abstract
In the gas-phase, ions of protein complexes typically follow an asymmetric dissociation pathway upon
collisional activation, whereby an expelled small monomer takes a disproportionately large amount of
the charges from the precursor ion. This phenomenon has been rationalized by assuming that upon
activation, a singlemonomer becomes unfolded, thereby attracting charges to its newly exposed basic
residues. Here, we report on the atypical gas-phase dissociation of the therapeutically important,
heterodimeric calcium/calmodulin-dependent serine/threonine phosphatase calcineurin, using a
combination of tandem mass spectrometry, ion mobility mass spectrometry, and computational
modeling. Therefore, a hetero-dimeric calcineurin construct (62 kDa), composed of CNa (44 kDa, a
truncation mutant missing the calmodulin binding and auto-inhibitory domains), and CNb (18 kDa),
was used. Upon collisional activation, this hetero-dimer follows the commonly observed dissociation
behavior, whereby the smaller CNb becomes highly charged and is expelled. Surprisingly, in addition,
a second atypical dissociation pathway, whereby the charge partitioning over the two entities is more
symmetric is observed. The presence of two gas-phase conformational isomers of calcineurin as
revealed by ion mobility mass spectrometry (IM-MS) may explain the co-occurrence of these two
dissociation pathways. We reveal the direct relationship between the conformation of the calcineurin
precursor ion and its concomitant dissociation pathway and provide insights into the mechanisms
underlying this co-occurrence of the typical and atypical fragmentation mechanisms.
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Introduction

Protein phosphorylation is a critical process in regulating
cellular events such as signal transduction and cell cycle

control, and is driven by the interplay between protein
kinases and phosphatases. Calcineurin (CN, also known as
PP2B) is a member of the serine/threonine phosphatase
family. Its activity is regulated by Ca2+ and calmodulin and
plays a critical role in many calcium-dependent biological
processes, for instance T-cell signaling [1–3]. For its
activity, CN interacts with a variety of co-factors, scaffolds,
and substrates. Conversely, the phosphatase activity of CN
can be inhibited by immunophilin-immunosuppressant
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agents, such as cyclophilin A and FKBP-FK506 [4–9]. The
nuclear factor of activated T-cells (NFAT) is a target for CN.
Blocking the phosphatase activity of CN leads to T-cell
suppression [5, 7, 10–12].

Full-length CN is a heterodimeric protein (78 kDa)
composed of two subunits: a catalytic A subunit (calcineurin
A, CNa, 59 kDa) and a regulatory B subunit (calcineurin B,
CNb, 19 kDa). Wild-type CNa consists of a globular N-
terminal catalytic domain, a helical CNb binding segment, a
calmodulin binding segment and an auto-inhibitory peptide.
CNb has four EF-hand motifs, typical for calcium binding
proteins, where four calcium ions can bind [3, 13–15]. The
crystal structure of CN shows that the core structure of CNa
has a β-sandwich motif containing the enzyme active site. A
long 22-residue helix (~40 Å) of CNa extends from the
surface of the catalytic domain accommodating a binding
site for CNb [16, 17]. The phosphatase activity of CN is
stimulated by both calcium binding to CNb and the calcium-
induced binding of calmodulin to CNa [18].

Here we use a native mass spectrometric approach to
study the conformational variability of a truncated form of
calcineurin (CNt, [62 kDa]), composed of CNa (44 kDa) that
misses the calmodulin binding and auto-inhibitory domains,
and full length CNb (18 kDa). Collision induced dissociation
(CID) is used to activate, unfold and dissociate CNt in a
controlled and reproducible manner. The shape/size of the
ions is monitored using ion mobility mass spectrometry.
During activation, which is thought to be a slow heating
process, the accumulated internal energy within the complex
becomes distributed and may be followed by subunit
ejection. The order of sequential subunit dissociation from
a protein complex provides an indication about the structural
arrangement within the complex [19–22]. During this
dissociation process, the leaving subunit gradually unfolds
and attracts a disproportionately high amount of charges
relative to its mass. This process leads to a charge
dissociation pathway commonly known as “asymmetric
charge partitioning” [23, 24].

However, investigating the gas-phase dissociation for
CNt we observed a rather unusual dual charge distribution
over the formed fragments. In addition to the common
asymmetric dissociation pathway, a symmetric charge
partitioning mechanism occurred concomitantly. Our data
reveal that the dissociation mechanism is determined by the
charge state of the precursor complex ion. Lower charge
states show a preference for the symmetric charge partition-
ing pathway, similar to an observation by Pagel et al.,
showing minimal unfolding of tetrameric transthyretin prior
to dissociation, consequently leading to a more evenly
distribution of charges over the formed monomer and trimer
[25]. Most likely CNt dissociation can follow routes in
parallel, due to the presence of two conformational isomers
at the start, as shown by IM-MS. The experimentally
obtained collisional cross sections (Ω in Å2) of the CNt
precursor ion and the fragment ions were compared with
values obtained by molecular modeling. From these analyses

we propose a model for the activation and dissociation of
CNt whereby the more compact structure primarily follows
the unusual symmetric charge partitioning pathway. The
second conformer, slightly larger, displays the common
protein complex dissociation behavior, whereby the small
CNb subunit fully unfolds and is expelled with a high
number of charges.

Experimental
Materials

Ammonium acetate (7.5 M solution, Sigma-Aldrich, Sigma),
imidazole, and 3-nitrobenzoic acid (3-NBA) (for mass
spectrometry, Sigma-Aldrich, Fluka, Zwijndrecht, The Nether-
lands) were used. The experiments were performed using a
truncated form of calcineurin (CNt). Here, the CNa subunit
contained the phosphatase catalytic domain and CNb binding
region, but lacked the calmodulin binding domain and auto-
inhibitory sequence; CNb misses amino acids 2–15. Expres-
sion and purification was performed as described previously,
with only a few exceptions [26, 27]. Bacterial cells were grown
at 37 °C to an OD600 of 0.5, and induced with isopropyl β-D-1-
thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) for 16–20 h at 18 °C. The CNt
complex was purified using a Ni-NTA (nickel-nitrolacetic acid)
column (Qiagen), after which the his-tag was removed by
thrombin. Next, the protein complex was further purified using a
size exclusion and Q-coumn, using a Superdex 200 (GE Health-
care) and Q Sepharose (GE Healthcare) column, respectively.

Sample Preparation

The CNt protein complex (32.1 μM) in 20 mM Tris-HCl
buffer including 100 mM NaCl and 1 mM tris(2-
carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) at pH 7.9, was buffer
exchanged to 150 mM ammonium acetate pH 7.9, using
5 kDa MWCO spin-filter columns (Vivaspin 500;
Sartorius Stedim Biotech GmbH, Göttingen, Germany).
Mass spectrometric analyses were performed at CNt
concentrations between 2 and 5 μM. Final concentration
of 10 mM 3-nitro benzoic acid (3-NBA) or imidazole
was added to the electrospray solution to enhance or
reduce charging of the analytes, respectively. CNt was
also sprayed in the presence of 250 μM calcium acetate.

Native (Tandem) MS

One to two μl aliquots of samples were loaded into gold-
coated borosilicate capillaries made in house (using a Sutter
P-97 puller [Sutter Instruments Co., Novato, CA, USA] and
an Edwards scan coat six-sputter-coater [Edwards Laborato-
ries, Milpitas, CA, USA]). (Tandem) mass spectra were
acquired on a Q-Tof2 mass spectrometer (Waters Corp.,
Manchester, UK), modified for the analysis of macromolec-
ular protein complexes [28, 29]. Typically, a capillary
voltage of 1250 V was used and a sample cone voltage of
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120 V. The source backing pressure was elevated to
approximately 6 mbar in order to promote collisional
cooling. Xenon was used as the collision gas at a pressure
of 2×10−2 mbar. The TOF-MS was operated at a pressure of
1.25×10−6 mbar. Spectra were calibrated using an aqueous
cesium iodide solution at a concentration of 25 mg/mL.

Native Ion Mobility MS

IM-MS measurements were performed on the Synapt G1
HDMS (Waters, Manchester, UK). Voltage and pressure
settings were similar to those described for the Q-Tof2. The
ion mobility cell was filled with nitrogen at a pressure of
0.65 mbar. A ramped wave height of 7–19 V and a wave
velocity of 200 m/s were used. The trap and transfer were
operated at 12 V. For collision induced dissociation experi-
ments, the trap was operated as a collision cell. Argon was
used as the collision gas at a pressure of 3.0×10−2 mbar. The
collision (trap) voltage was varied between 12 and 130 V.
Calibration of the ion mobility cell, essential to calculate
collision cross sections, was performed as described previ-
ously using ubiquitin, myoglobin and cytochrome c [30].
Processing of MS data was accomplished using MassLynx
4.1 software (Waters Corp.).

Molecular Modeling

The CCS values of the protein complex structures were
calculated using molecular modeling for a modified structure
of calcineurin deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB:
1AUI) in order to validate the experimental IM-MS data.
The quaternary structure was predicted by using the I-
TASSER server [31, 32]. The geometries of the CNa and
CNb subunits were extracted from the structure of the
modified calcineurin using Pymol (Schrödinger, USA).
Pymol was also used to predict the possible unfolded
structures of the calcineurin and its dissociation products.
Unfolding of the proteins was done manually followed by
relaxation. To perform the unfolding of the proteins the
sculpting function implemented in Pymol was used. After
relaxation the coordinates of the proteins were saved in PDB
files. Molecular modeling was performed with MOBCAL
(using the projection approximation (PA) algorithms),
described in detail elsewhere [33]. To calculate theoret-
ical collision cross sections the projection approximation
method was used, that in general is shown to be in best
agreement with the experimental data of proteins and
their complexes [34–36].

Results
Native MS and Tandem MS of Calcineurin

Native nano-ESI on calcineurin (CNt), sprayed from
150 mM aqueous ammonium acetate, pH 7.9, resulted in
the detection of the intact hetero-dimer at three distinct

charge states; 15+, 14+, and 13+, from which a molecular
mass of 62,061±4 Da could be deduced (Figure 1a). To
investigate the dissociation behavior of CNt, individual
charge states of these precursor ions were selected and
subsequently subjected to increasing collisional activation
voltages. The acceleration voltage was systematically in-
creased in steps of 5 V. Interestingly, upon dissociation from
the CN15+ precursor ion, a dual charge distribution pattern
was observed with two distinct maxima in the charge state
distributions for both the CNa and CNb fragments, centered
around 6+ and 11+ for CNa (Figure 1b, blue line), and 9+
and 4+ for the complementary CNb species (Figure 1b, red
line). This indicates that in addition to the common
asymmetric charge partitioning pathway (A as represented
by the CNa6+ and CNb9+ ion pair), an additional dissociation
mechanism occurs, resulting in a more symmetric charge
partitioning between both subunits (S as represented by the
CNa11+ and CNb4+ ion pair). While for very few systems
symmetric dissociation has been observed, CNt is special as
in it is a heterodimer. Normally it requires less energy to
unfold a smaller protein to a significant extent, in this case
CNb. Following this trend the common dissociation mech-
anism would be asymmetric, whereby a small protein has a
high number of charges. For CNt we observe also highly
charged CNa product ions generated via a symmetric
dissociation route. Clearly, symmetric dissociation reflects
the charge partitioning in relation to the protein subunits
mass and not the absolute number of charges that each of
them acquire after CNt dissociation. In Figure 1c, the
relative abundances of the CNa and CNb product ion pairs
are plotted versus the ion kinetic energy in the laboratory
frame of reference (Elab, equals collision voltage multiplied
by ion charge state). Selection and collisional activation of
CNt14+ and CNt13+provided very similar results. We
observed that the complex dissociates into its individual
subunits via both the asymmetric and symmetric pathways.
To investigate the possible effect of the precursor ion’s
charge on the dissociation behavior, we added imidazole or
3-NBA to the electrospray solution, expanding the envelope
to lower charge states with imidazole (12+–10+) and higher
charge states with 3-NBA (to 18+–16+)(data not shown). At
lower CNt precursor ion charge states the conventional
asymmetric charge partitioning diminished and symmetric
charge dissociation became more dominant. The higher
charge states, on the other hand, showed both pathways in
parallel, with initiation of the symmetric dissociation at
slightly lower activation energy.

Unfolding and Dissociation of Calcineurin
Monitored by Tandem IM-MS

It has been well documented that the dissociation behavior
of protein complexes may be linked to their three-dimen-
sional structure [19, 22, 37, 38]. Consequently, the observa-
tion of two dissociation mechanisms for CNt may imply the
existence of two conformational isomers. Native IM-MS
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experiments indeed confirmed this, as multiple ion mobility
drift times for CNt precursor ions were observed, even at the
lowest accelerating voltages. By systematically evaluating
the dissociation behavior of various CNt ions we set out to
reveal a possible relation between ion structure and charge
state partioning behavior. The conformational changes
within CNt and expelled CNa and CNb subunits were
monitored by IM-MS as a function of acceleration voltage.
In Figure 2, drift time profiles of CNt15+, CNa (yellow line),
and CNb (white line) product ions are shown generated at an
acceleration voltage of 80 V. A close investigation of the
contour plot indicates the existence of multiple conforma-
tions for the CNt15+ precursor ion, as well as for some of the
product ions; most notably for the CNb7+ and CNa10+ ions.

In Figure 3a, IM-MS drift-time profiles of the CNt15+

precursor ions at increasing acceleration voltages are
displayed. The two drift-time maxima at 20 V for the
CNt15+ ions indicate the existence of two different confor-
mational isomers. As the collision energy is increased, the
retention times of these components also increase. We can
even observe the existence of multiple components at 35 and

65 V. The calculated Ω values of the CNt15+, CNt14+, and
CNt13+ precursor ions are summarized in Figure 3b. Here we
plotted the Ω as a function of Elab, to correct for effects of
precursor ion charge. These results clearly show that
independent of the selected charge state, the precursor ions
exhibit more than one conformational isomer under native
mass spectrometric conditions. The two major conforma-
tional isomers observed at the lowest activation energy have
average Ω values of approximately 3,650 and 4,000 Å2,
whereby the relative abundance of the larger structure
becomes more dominant with increasing charge.

The reported crystal structure of calcineurin (PDB: 1AUI),
allows us to calculate a theoretical Ω using the molecular
modeling program MOBCAL. Here we used the projection
approximation (PA) algorithm, resulting in a value of 3533 Å2.
This is in close agreement with the lower experimentalΩ value
of 3650 Å2. It is known that for some proteins and protein
complexes the PA method underestimates the Ω [39]. It is
possible to apply a linear correction factor to decrease the
deviation between theory and experiment [40–42]. However, it
also depends on the system how significant the deviation is [34,

Figure 1. (a) Native nano-ESI mass spectrum of CNt electrosprayed from 150 mM ammonium acetate, pH 7.9, where the
most abundant peaks belong to the 15+, 14+, and 13+ charge states of the CNt hetero-dimer. The inset shows the crystal
structure of CNt (CNa subunit in blue, CNb subunit in red). Inset shows a tandem mass spectrum of CNt15+ at an acceleration
voltage of 80 V. Blue diamonds and line: charge states of CNa subunit, red filled circles and line: charge states of CNb subunit.
(b) Relative abundances (%) of ion pair products formed as a function of the ion kinetic energy in the laboratory frame of
reference (Elab, eV). The CNb9+–CNa6+ ion pair (left) represent an asymmetric charge partitioning (A) whereas the symmetric (S)
dissociation pathway is illustrated by the CNb4+–CNa11+ ion pair (right)
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Figure 2. Two-dimensional drift time profile (m/z versus drift time [ms]) of dissociated CN15+, at an acceleration voltage of 80 V
(Elab of 1200 eV). Drift time profiles of the precursor ion and the CNa and CNb product ions are displayed. These drift time
profiles were used to derive Ωs for the precursor and product ions

Figure 3. (a) Zoom in of the IM-MS retention profiles of the CNt15+ precursor ion at an acceleration voltage of 20, 35, 65, 80,
and 130 V (Elab: 300–1950 eV). Each maximum is interpreted as a different conformational isomer. These retention time maxima
are converted into the Ωs indicated. (b) The relative abundances of the different conformers of the CNt precursor ions (15+, 14+,
and 13+) as a function of the increasing Elab (eV). Color bars shown at the right side of the graphs represent different
conformational isomers (Ω values, in Å2)
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43]. Here we use only the theoretical Ω as a guideline to
support our experimental data, whereby we focus on trends in
increased or decreased Ω values.

Having calculated a relatively small Ω for CNt, we
hypothesize that the larger structure detected, corresponding
to a Ω of 4000 Å2, is due to partial unfolding of the CNt
hetero-dimer. At this moment, we cannot rule out the
possibility that the two CNt conformations originate from a
collapsed and native state, instead of a native and unfolded
structure. Collapsed protein structures have been observed
previously, mainly at higher charge states [35]. As we still
observe two distinct conformations at reduced charge states
(10+–12+, not shown), collapsing is less likely to occur and
the two CNt structures are expected to represent native and
partially unfolded states.

Next, we computationally constructed several metasta-
ble states of unfolded CNt (using Pymol), and calculated
their Ω. Partial unfolding of the CNa subunit, when still
bound to CNb, results in a Ω of 4843 Å2. Conversely,
partially unfolded CNb, still bound to CNa, increased theΩ to a
lesser extent, to 4360 Å2. This reveals that under the conditions
used, neither CNa nor CNb completely unfolds in the intact
CNt complex. To study if these CNt conformational isomers
result in distinct dissociation pathways, we also investigated
the dissociation behavior of the lower charge states, whereby
we had previously shown that the symmetric charge
portioning pathway was dominating. IM-MS performed
on CNt10+ precursor ion displayed a Ω of 3440 Å2,
within 3 % of the Ω calculated from the crystal
structure. Considering the fact that at lower charge states
the smaller native-like CNt structure is more abundant,
we take this as an argument that the more native
conformer of CNt prefers to dissociate via the less
common symmetric charge partitioning mechanism.

In Figure 4 the experimentally determined Ωs of all the
fragment ions, formed by CID on the CNt15+ precursor ions
are summarized. The theoretically calculated Ωs of the
collapsed and native–like and unfolded CNa and CNb, are
indicated as blue and red bars. CNa and CNb were extracted
individually from the published crystal structure to calculate
their native Ω using the molecular modeling program
MOBCAL. Subsequently unfolded structures of the
extracted native-like structures were generated using
Pymol. The structures of both monomers were unfolded
till a certain extent (at those positions most likely to lose
their three dimensional conformation first, e.g., extended
helices, flexible loops). Afterwards, these new structures
were equilibrated in such a way to generate the lowest
energy conformations for the particular protein states of
CNa and CNb.

The experimental Ωs of the CNa and CNb product ions
display a similar behavior with increasing charge. In both
cases, the collapsed and native-like protein structures are
favored when they are formed at lower charge states. The
more compact structure of CNa (experimental value 2565 Å2

versus 2413 Å2 calculated) may be due to the collapse of the

helix that extends from CNa, involved in CNb binding, in
the gas-phase. In the intact CNt complex a helix is extending
from the surface of CNa that interacts with CNb. Upon CNb
removal the helix becomes an exposed and flexible part of
the structure that can easily change its position towards the
body of CNa. In case of CNb, that can undergo less dramatic
structural rearrangements, a slightly collapsed isoform was
modeled (1,427 Å2) which is in good agreement with the
experimental value (1,435 Å2) as given in Figure 5b. The
larger (more unfolded) conformations are observed at higher
charge states. Interestingly, our data indicate that the CNb7+

charge state represents a distinct transition state between the
native-like structures at lower charge states and unfolded
conformations at higher charge states (Figure 4b).

Beside the Ωs observed at 80 V acceleration voltage
displayed in Figure 5, we monitored the Ωs of the product
ions as a function of accelerating voltage used for CID In
supplementary Figure 1 this is shown for two series of
concomitant product ions, representing the symmetric and
asymmetric dissociation pathway, respectively. The CNa11+/
CNb4+ concomitant ion pair follows the symmetric charge-
partitioning route, clearly, upon dissociation, the larger
subunit CNa becomes significantly unfolded, while almost
no structural change is observed for CNb. The opposite is
observed for the CNa6+/CNb9+ ion pair, formed via the
asymmetric charge dissociation pathway, whereby the CNa
structure collapses slightly and the CNb becomes largely
unfolded.

Discussion and Conclusions
The progression of mass spectrometry in the structural
biology field is clearly demonstrated by the increasing
number of applications, whereby the technique is used to
probe inherent details on protein complex composition,
conformation and topology [22, 34, 35, 38, 40, 43].
Especially, tandem mass spectrometry and ion mobility
mass spectrometry are used more and more. Over the years,
it became apparent that independent of the system studied,
protein complexes seemed to display a generic gas-phase
dissociation pathway. The assembly is energetically activat-
ed, and prior to the release of a single subunit, this subunit
(partly) unfolds and attracts a disproportionately large
amount of charges of the precursor ion, leaving a modestly
charged stripped protein(complex) [23, 37, 44–46]. Al-
though, the majority of all studied protein complexes follow
this common trend, more recently it has been demonstrated
that this dissociation behavior is not fully generic [29, 47–
49]. Charge partitioning is dependent on the ion’s charge
state, the conformational flexibility and location of a subunit
in a larger protein complex, and interaction area with the
other complex components [50, 51]. Williams and cow-
orkers have performed detailed studies to decipher the origin
of charge partitioning [45, 52, 53]. For example, ↦-
lactalbumin homodimers, of which both monomers are
constrained with intramolecular cross-links primarily disso-
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Figure 4. Experimental Ωs (diamonds) and Ωs calculated from structural models of the individual CNa (a) and CNb (b) product
ions as a function of their charge. The product ions were formed by performing CID on the CNt15+ precursor ions at a collision
voltage of 80 V (Elab 1200 eV). The modeled structures of the collapsed, native-like and fully unfolded product ions are
displayed along with their modeled Ωs (blue and red bars)

Figure 5. Mechanistic scheme representing the collision induced charge partitioning and dissociation pathways of the CNt
heterodimer. Blue and red represent CNa and CNb subunits, respectively. For clarity, their structures are represented as
individual components also prior to dissociation. (a) Symmetric charge partitioning pathway. Preceding activation CNa and
CNb both remain in their native structure. During dissociation CNa partially unfolds while the structure of CNb is largely
unaffected. In this scenario, there is insignificant charge relocation and thus after dissociation the charges are separated
equally according to the mass of the individual subunits. (b) Asymmetric dissociation pathway. CNa remains largely in its native
structure, while CNb adopts an extended conformation whereby charges are relocated from the CNa to the CNb subunit. After
collisional activation CNb is fully unfolded and highly charged. The CNa fragment retains its more native like conformation
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ciate via the symmetric charge partitioning pathway, while
the asymmetric route is favored when the monomers are not
cross-linked. Clearly, for this homodimer the origin of
asymmetric charge partitioning is due to the unfolding event
of a single ↦-lactalbumin monomer just before the actual
dissociation event occurs [45]. However, it is still of
particular interest to characterize in more detail what drives
certain protein complexes to dissociate via a different route.

Here, we studied CNt, which represents an unusual protein
complex system, as it can dissociate via both the symmetric and
asymmetric pathway. CNt is a heterodimer, composed of a
large CNa (44 kDa) and small CNb (18 kDa) subunit.
Therefore, after collisional activation, the formation of highly
charged CNa product ions was unexpected. However, upon
dissociation of CNt, both CNa and CNb fragments ions
generated were centered around two different maxima. We
found this to be the result of two conformational CNt isomers
that are slightly different from each other, a compact native like
structure and a slightly unfolded CNt complex. Our tandem and
IM-MS data indicate that the compact structure follows the
unusual symmetric dissociation pathway, while the extended
CNt conformation dissociates via the typical asymmetric
charge partitioning route (Figure 5).

Here we postulate two different hypotheses for this
unusual behavior of CNt. First, the different CNt conforma-
tions observed might correspond to known physiologic
conformations of calcineurin that depend on Ca2+ binding
to CNb. As mentioned previously, CNb contains four
calcium binding sites (EF-hand motifs), two with high
affinity and two with moderate affinity. Heterogeneity in
binding of Ca2+ to these sites may induce different conforma-
tional states of CNb [54]. At the low level of Ca2+ used in the
native MS buffer (no additional Ca2+ was added to the spray
solution), it is likely that there is incomplete Ca2+ binding.

Partially unfolded CNb, due to insufficient Ca2+ binding would
be consistent with a larger cross-section and dissociation by the
asymmetric route. The more compact and stabilized form of
CNb might then, in turn, favor the symmetric dissociation
pathway. In the calcineurin crystal structure, CNb is in a
compact form, which is stabilized by Ca2+ binding to all four
EF-hands and by interaction of all four EF-hands with the
CNb-binding helix of CNa. There are two ways that a fraction
of CNt might be stabilized in this conformation. First, at the
low level of Ca2+ that is still present in the electrospray buffer,
the structural Ca2+ binding sites in the C-terminal half of CNb
will be occupied by Ca2+, but at least a fraction of the lower-
affinity Ca2+ binding sites in the first two EF-hands will be
unoccupied [18]. Second, since the CNt dimer lacks a CNa
regulatory domain that would compete with the N-terminal part
of CNb [54], an appreciable fraction of CNb might assume the
conformation seen in the crystal structure, even in the absence of
bound Ca2+. In general, our mass spectrometry data confirm this
hypothesis, as we do observe differences in Ca2+ binding for the
various CNb ions formed after CNt dissociation. The CNb ions
formed via the symmetric route occupy a higher number of Ca2+

ions compared with the high charged CNb ions formed via the
usual asymmetric dissociation pathway (Figure 6). However,
none of the ions show the full occupancy of the four EF-hand
motifs by Ca2+, instead we observe that native like CNb ions
primarily have two Ca2+ ions bound while for the highly
charged unfolded CNb ions also a significant number of ions
shows the binding of only one or even no Ca2+ at all. The
addition of extra calcium (as an acetate salt) to the spray solution
dramatically decreased the quality of our spectra, in terms of ion
intensity and resolution. Furthermore, it did not result in the full
occupancy of all four sites on CNb.

Our second explanation is more focused on CNa instead
of CNb. Within intact CNt an obvious characteristic of CNa

Figure 6. Calcium occupancy on the various CNb forms formed after collision induced dissociation of CNt 15+ ion. The
symmetric charge partitioning route results in the formation of CNb4+ (purple box), whereby CNb is expected to retain a more
native conformation. On the contrary, the CNb9+ ions (green box), originating from the asymmetric dissociation pathway, are
more unfolded. In line with this hypothesis the number of calcium ions bound to CNb is significantly lower for these highly
charged CNb ions. The intermediate peaks not assigned in both insets originate from Na+ adducts
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is its extending helix. This non-globular protein conforma-
tion could be a possible explanation for the symmetric
charge partitioning pathway to occur upon CNt dissociation.
Normally, the smallest subunit unfolds and thereby increases
its surface area; simultaneously the unfolding subunit
gathers the majority of the ion’s charges. Under native like
conditions the CNa adopts a more extended structure, due to
the helix pointing away from the rest of the body of the
protein, whereby more chargeable residues become accessi-
ble for protonation. Upon CNt activation and the disruption
of the noncovalent interactions between CNa and CNb,
charge migration occurs towards the direction of CNa that
then further unfolds, eventually leading to its dissociation
via the symmetric pathway. Interestingly, the number of
charges are evenly shared among CNa and CNb, related to
their mass, after symmetric charge partitioning. The maxima
of the charge state distributions for both fragment ions lies
between 4000 and 4500m/z. Still, these “relatively” highly
charged CNa ions are not fully unfolded, as parts of this
protein still possesses its secondary and tertiary structure.
The charge state distribution of fully unfolded CNa, obtained
by analyzing CNt under denaturing conditions (data not
shown), is centered around 1900m/z, corresponding to an
average charge state of the ion that is significantly higher
(23+)as for partially unfolded CNa.

Conversely, in the slightly extended CNt structure,
already some unfolding in CNb occurred and the protein
complex ion will dissociate via the lowest-energy route.
In this particular example, it means that the small CNb
subunit fully unfolds and dissociation of CNt follows the
typical asymmetric route. Here, charge division is based
on the accessible surface area, whereby CNb acquires
the most.

In conclusion, although it is well established that non-
covalent protein complexes dissociate via the prevalent
asymmetric charge portioning mechanism expelling a highly
charged smaller sub-unit, it is clear, also from the current
data, that the structure of individual protein complexes may
influences the dissociation behavior. By combining native
tandem mass spectrometry, ion mobility mass spectrometry,
and computational modeling, we reveal that for calcineurin
the distinction between symmetric and asymmetric charge
partitioning relies on the structure/conformation of the initial
precursor ions. We propose two different explanations for
this behavior. Although our data provide some evidence for
heterogeneity in Ca2+ binding resulting in different CNb
structures, we cannot exclude our second hypothesis. Here,
we state that this unusual behavior likely originates from the
distinctive structure of calcineurin, wherein a 22-residue
helix domain of CNa is strongly involved in CNb binding.
We hypothesize that this module plays an initiating role in
the dissociation via the symmetric charge partitioning
pathway. When more IMMS and computational modeling
data become available on a variety of protein complexes, we
will be able to better understand the dissociation behavior of
the these complexes under tandem MS conditions, with the

ultimate goal to use this sort of information for structural
elucidation purposes.
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